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How did the deeply flawed George W. Bush ascend to the highest office in the nation, what forces

abetted his rise, and-perhaps most important-have those forces really been vanquished by Obama's

election? Award-winning investigative journalist Russ Baker gives us the answers in Family of

Secrets, a compelling and startling new take on the Bush dynasty and the shadowy elite that has

quietly steered the American republic for the past half century and more. Baker shows how this

network of figures in intelligence, the military, oil, and finance enabled-and in turn benefited

handsomely from-the Bushes' perch at the highest levels of government. As Baker reveals, this

deeply entrenched elite remains in power regardless of who sits in the Oval Office. Family of

Secrets offers countless disclosures that challenge the conventional accounts of such central

events as the JFK assassination and Watergate. It includes an inside account of George W.'s

cynical religious conversion and the untold real background to the disastrous response to Hurricane

Katrina. Baker's narrative is gripping, sobering, and deeply sourced. It will change the way we

understand not just the Bush years, but a half century of postwar history-and the present.
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Family of Secrets: The Bush Dynasty, the Powerful Forces That Put It in the White House, and

What Their Influence Means for AmericaFrench philosopher Jean Paul Sartre said that "words are

loaded pistols." In the hands of Russ Baker, they are hydrogen bombs. On each and every page of

his masterpiece, "Family of Secrets," he exploses the myths and lies that powerful forces have



perpetratred on the American consciousness. He digs beneath the surface in a form of journalistic

archeology to reveal the hidden history of one of America's most powerful families, leaving no stone

unturned. Moreover, he names all of his sources and documents the materials he relies on to

unmask the hypocrisy behind the myth. From Prescott Bush's ties to Nazi Germany to Poppy

Bush's secret role in the Watergate scandal that ousted Richard Nixon, which was, in fact, a "silent

coup," to George W. Bush's deceit in launching the war in Iraq, Russ Baker unmasks the truth with a

relentless brilliance unmatched by his peers. His publisher, Bloomsberry, is to be congratulated for

its confidence in Russ Baker at a time when most publishers are hedging their bets and looking over

their shoulders in acts of self-censorship. Baker's revelations about George W. Bush's private life is

worth the price of the book alone. Here is Bush, forcing himself on a Danish beauty, stripping to the

nude, while getting another girl friend he knocks up an abortion, and then later, as president,

opposing abortion and cutting funding for organizations that provide information about birth control.

Russ Baker's book "Family of Secrets" takes the reader on a tantalizing journey into the Bush

family. Baker's unabashed goal was to answer the question "How did Bush happen?"As Baker

began his intensive research into George W Bush, he found that in order to understand George Jr.,

one must first look at George Sr. This led him to inquire about the Bush clan in general, raising the

blinds on this most secretive of families.The book is comprised of 23 chapters. Of these, Baker

spends the first 16 discussing George H W Bush (called Poppy by those close to him). The

remaining 7 chapters are about George W Bush and those in his specific orbit.Russ Baker makes a

strong circumstantial case that George H W Bush was involved in intelligence work long before his

1974 CIA stint appointment. The actual evidence that would verify this is unavailable to the public in

general as the CIA does not like inquiries.Those who surround Poppy Bush seemed to be tinged by

covert, intelligence operations. A few examples are: his father Prescott Bush, Neil Mallon and

George DeMohrenschildt. The intelligence apparatus that evolved from WWII (the OSS) would

become known as the CIA. And many in Bush's orbit were somehow connected to the OSS, the CIA

or to covert missions in WWII.Building upon this, Baker argues that the world of covert operations,

including propaganda and psyops, is able and willing to suppress information and diseminate

disinformation. The gatekeepers of knowledge tend to have ties to the CIA--including the Watergate

journalist Bob Woodward.The world of covert operations goes hand in hand with the oil industry and

the world of international finance. The oil industry has acted as a kind of vanguard for US covert

operations.



"All great accomplishments are the products of discipline and the force of will. To write a lasting and

important book, a journalist must be relentless in pursuing detail that others have misunderstood or

even ignored. The commitment to discerning the facts can never waver, regardless of the obstacles

placed before the reporter. We see such non-fiction narratives too infrequently in American

publishing but we have a great one before us now in Russ Baker's phenomenal `Family of Secrets.'

As an investigator and as a writer of compelling narrative, Baker has created, in my estimation, an

almost unequalled standard in political reportage. He has refused to accept conventional wisdom

regarding the Bush family and the failed son they made president. There is no way any reasonable

person can reject what Baker reports and the conclusions are profoundly disturbing. The reader

becomes convinced, page after page, footnote after footnote, quote after quote, that everything we

thought we knew about American history in the past 50 years was wrong. I confess that I was

prepared to be dismissive. When Baker first approached me about an interview and to offer what

little insight I had on years of covering the Bushes in Texas, my reaction was that he was too late

and that the public had been worn out by the publishing deluge prompted by George W's

incompetence and lying. Why did we need another book on the Bushes? After reading `Family of

Secrets' that answer is abundantly obvious: we did not know the truth. I think we do now and Russ

Baker has given it to us in a brilliant book that that will be impossible for any sensible American to

ignore.
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